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Article 8

O ur F a r m H o m e

life, such as listening to the birds as they made

Sherrie Sharp

their nests and noticing how unbelievably big a
horse’s mouth is when chewing. We entertained
ourselves by discovering nature and creating our
own excitement.

Our farmhouse was set back exactly one-

We didn’t take for granted

the passing o f an airplane or having friends visit.

O f course, to

Our country farmhouse was more to us than

get the blacktop back in 1964, one had to first

a structure; it symbolized the foundation on

travel through the small farming community of

which we based our living. The simple structure

Tillar, Arkansas. Tillar’s population was maybe

o f our home included two small bedrooms, a

7 00 in a good year, but for those of us living in

kitchen, and living room.

the country, Tillar was the big town. Far in this

bathroom the family shared. This plain vanilla

southeast corner o f the state we com m only

home came complete with enough furniture for

referred to our part of the world as “The Delta”.

practical use but certainly nothing to picture in

I still ponder the “delta” nickname, but I suppose

any magazine. The living room was equipped

it accurately described the flat terrain on which

with Early American decor and a vinyl red

our farmhouse sat.

Living in this rural

hassock we rolled on and fought over. Our

produced my fondest, most

formica-topped yellow kitchen table served as the

half mile from the blacktop road.

environment

cherished memories o f growing up.

The house had one

hub o f activity. Anytime friends or family came

One tangible memory o f our country home

by, the kitchen served as the gathering place,

was the gravel driveway. In fact, my knee still

even though it was probably the smallest room in

holds a scar of the time 1 crashed on my bike

the house. Debbie and I shared a bedroom with

hurrying to get the mail.

The driveway was

a double bed and pulled the bedspread over the

wide enough to allow access to one ‘57 pickup at

headboard each night to make a tent. We dared

a time.

On either side were fields used for

not make a peep to alert

various purposes, sometimes a cotton crop,

Mother o f our mischief.

sometimes

T he

explorations.

tomatoes, but always for our

most

noteworthy

Debbie and I spent much time

piece o f furniture in our

exploring those wide-open fields. Mother didn’t

home was a huge rolltop

need to worry about us; we were always within

desk from my father’s

hollering distance. T he farm- untouched by

family.

materialism, crime, drugs, or pollution- provided

appropriately painted it

a safe haven where we learned values, beliefs,

green to correspond to the

and attitudes we still hold today. On the farm

decorating style o f the

we were able to enjoy the simple pleasures of

time.
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Mother

had

We felt fortunate to have a black and white

hardwood floor would awaken Mom. Instead, 1

television. Bonanza was a Sunday night favorite,

envisioned the day I too would become Miss

especially when Debbie and I convinced people

America, my Prince Charming would come for

from church that Mom and Dad wanted us to

me just like Cinderella, and, o f course, when 1

invite them over. On the way home, our parents

would have my very own Barbie and Ken family.

would discover company was coming, but by

I suspect Debbie dreamed, too, only of frogs,

then it was too late to alter any plans. Debbie

mudpies, and various other ways she could

and I always enjoyed sitting around listening to

torment me after our rest. Eventually, I’d find

the grownups.

myself climbing out of bed renewed, refreshed,

Company always brought a

welcome diversion. One day, however, without

and ready for the afternoon treat.

company present, that little black and white
television announced the death o f President
Kennedy. That day we did not feel so fortunate.
During each weekday morning, Mom busily
prepared lunch for Dad and the farmhands in a
kitchen equipped with only the bare necessities.
Lunch usually was fairly substantial because
working in the fields until dark was typical, and
night fell late.

We would gather around that

metal-legged table, feasting on fried chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, black-eyed peas,
both fresh and fried green tomatoes, cantaloupe,

That treat became a daily occurrence when

and fried okra. (Healthy preparation of food was

the cotton was picked. As each trailer became

unheard of back then.)

fuller with the soft white crop, my sister and I

I can’t remember ever helping Mother cook or

were allowed jumping privileges in the trailer.

clean up, but do remember her taking a nap with

We didn’t need a trampoline; it was ready-made.

us when our noon meal was over.

As we bounced in the middle o f the cotton,

She would

rest at the end of the bed, tell a story, and before

sweat poured from our bodies.

Debbie or I had even closed our eyes, would be

undeterred, we carried on, waiting for Dad and

fast asleep.

The house was unairconditioned,

the farmhands to complete their assignment.

but the window to the north allowed a small

The treat we longed for would finally come to

breeze to blow those off-white curtains. I would

pass. At the destined time the huge, juicy

try to sleep as well but often found myself

watermelon would be pulled from the irrigation

dreaming of things little girls imagine while

ditch. We would all sit around, eat watermelon,

watching flapping curtains during nap time. I

discuss the day’s cotton, and eventually Debbie,

wouldn’t dare get out of bed for fear the creaking

Mother, and I would take the cotton to the gin.
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However,
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After returning home from the gin we would

worked together as a family.

We loved each

watch television, play outside, or listen to Mother

other and the blessings God had given us. I’m

read a book. Evening time events were minimal

thankful

as we needed our sleep for the next day’s labor.

beginning to life. It’s those memories I ’ll always

Each day brought some new adventure.

One

hold dearest to my heart. I d id marry Ken, but

day our mare gave birth to Prissy, the colt we

haven’t yet become Miss America. I’m beginning

named.

O ther days we would play on the

to conclude that this may not happen. However,

swingset or make mudpies. We watched in awe

of one thing I am certain... life is richest when it’s

as a crop dusting plane flew over. We listened to

simplest.

for

this

simple,

uncomplicated

the birds singing and thought they were talking
to us. We bought a car that required Debbie and
me to hold the back doors while traveling or
they would come open.

These were simple

treasures but helped provide lasting firm
foundations.

Amazingly, with only basic

necessities we had more than we needed in life.
We appreciated each day.

We laughed and

Photograph
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